Do you have a dream? What is your dream? For Troy, a skilled basketball captain in a high school basketball team, his dream is to be a good basketball player and to study at a university which is famous for its basketball team. For Gabriella, a genius in high school and the top scorer in all subjects, her dream is to pursue her studies at a top ranked university. Never have they known that they have talents in singing and performing in front of a crowd until they met each other in the New Year Eve Party. They were pushed to get on stage to sing karaoke together. It was by then that they realized that they could sing and they had the passion in singing.

Both of them want to go for casting for the leading roles of the school musical performance. Yet, Troy has a basketball match on that day and Gabriella has to join the Scholastic Decathlon team. All of their friends insist that they should "stick to the status quo" and give up their dream of performing in a school musical. Troy and Gabriella are struggling. They are in a dilemma. Can they make their dreams come true? Do they have to give up their dreams of being on the stage for the sake of their teams?

There are so many interesting things for you to explore in *High School Musical*. It is definitely a good book for teenagers.